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Abstract

Digital watermarking of multimedia content has been proposed as a method for dif-

ferent applications such as copyright protection, content authentication, transaction

tracking and data hiding.

In this thesis, we propose a lossless watermarking approach based on Discrete Cosine

Transform (DCT) for a new application of watermarking. A depth map obtained from

a stereoscopic image pair is embedded into one of the two images using a reversible

watermarking algorithm. Different from existing approaches which hide depth map

in spatial domain, the depth information is hidden in the quantized DCT domain of

the stereo image in our method. This modification makes the watermarking algorithm

compatible with JPEG and MPEG-2 compression.

After the investigation of the quantized DCT coefficients distribution of the com-

pressed image and video, The bit-shift operation is utilized to embed the depth map

into its associated 2D image reversibly for the purpose of achieving high compression ef-

ficiency of the watermarked image and/or video and high visual quality of stereo image

and/or video after the depth map is extracted.

We implement the proposed method to analyze its performance. The experimental

results show that a very high payload of watermark (e.g. depth map) can be embedded

into the JPEG compressed image and MPEG-2 video. The compression efficiency is

only slightly reduced after the watermark embedding and the quality of the original

image or video can be restored completely at the decoder side.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Stereo vision

Extending the visual experience from 2D scenario to the third dimension has been com-

pelling for decades and it is surprising that the three dimensional imaging has almost

two hundred years of investigation history [1]. In 1838, Wheatstone introduced the first

stereoscope device which gave different view images to the left and right eye simultane-

ously and separately. And the stereoscopic visual effect was widely applied in theaters

with the improvement of stereo imaging after 1930 [2]. In the stereo view system, two

Figure 1.1: Early stereo image pair.
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Figure 1.2: Depth representation from two disparity views.

images which are taken under two slightly different view points are presented separately

to each eye of human and the difference of the view point can simulate the experience

of the natural performance of human eyes. In these two stereo images, two regions,

which stand for the same object, are shown to each eye separately. The slightly posi-

tion difference of these two regions would result in a parallax for human sense. In this

case, the object position for human sense is out of the the image plane and the depth

sense will depend on the disparity of these two corresponding regions.

Other than using two stereo images to simulate the sense of 3D directly, the re-

searchers also interested in the data information about the distance between the object

and the cameras. In this case, the extraction of depth information is researched for

decades. The depth information are presentations which can be captured and computed

from the real world with cameras or other devices. In a depth map, a visibility-limited
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model (gray scale image) of the scene is presented, in which the shape of each object in

different positions are colored in different gray scale with regard to the distance between

the object and the camera.

The methods for depth information capture can be classified into two categories:

active depth sensor methods and passive depth calculation methods. For active depth

sensor methods, the optical sensors, such as laser sensor, infrared ray sensor, or light

pattern sensor, are used to obtain the depth information directly. On the other hand,

the depth map are generated from images captured by cameras indirectly in passive

depth calculation methods such as stereo matching or shape from motion. The cost of

passive methods are lower than the active methods but the accuracy of passive methods

is also lower compared to active ones.

Since the active methods are difficult to be implemented, most of the methods

presenting the 3D sense use the passive way which depends on disparity in stereo view

or multi-view systems.

The extraction of the depth information, which can be used to reconstruct the 3D

scene in the later process, and the reconstruction of the 3D scene in machine vision

technology is demonstrated in Fig. 1.3.

With regard to the extraction of depth map from the disparity map, the triangula-

tion is used in Fig. 1.4. The triangulation need to be achieved by only the information

of the stereo image pair and the calibrated cameras. For the information of stereo

images, the location difference of the same region in each stereo image is needed to be

determined. After the location difference which is called as disparity is determined, the

depth information can be calculated by triangulation.

In Fig. 1.4: x (meter) and z (meter) are the coordinates in 3D space, x (pixel) is the

coordinate in 2D image. B is the length of baseline which is the distance between focal
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Figure 1.3: Stereo flowchart.

points of these two cameras. Points 𝐶𝑙 and 𝐶𝑟 are the focal points of two cameras. f is

the focal length, all of these parameters are already known from the camera itself or the

cameras’ position in the 3D space; 𝑋𝑙 and 𝑋𝑟 are the x coordinates of the corresponding

points in the stereo images, these values can be got from stereo matching algorithms;

Z is the depth of the point in 3D space, this value is unknown and it is also what we

want to calculate.

From similar triangular, we can get:
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Figure 1.4: Depth from triangulation.

𝑋

𝑍
=

𝑋𝑖

𝑓
(1.1)

𝑋 −𝐵

𝑍
=

𝑋𝑟

𝑓
(1.2)

Then we can get

𝑋 =
𝑍 ⋅𝑋𝑖

𝑓
(1.3)

𝑋 =
𝑍 ⋅𝑋𝑟

𝑓
+𝐵 (1.4)

After combining these two equations:
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Figure 1.5: Stereo image generation.

𝑍 ⋅𝑋𝑟

𝑓
+𝐵 =

𝑍 ⋅𝑋𝑖

𝑓
(1.5)

𝑍 =
𝐵𝑓

𝑋𝑙 −𝑋𝑟

=
𝐵𝑓

𝑑
(1.6)

where d is the disparity value and we can now get the depth information from two

stereo images.

With the depth map and one of the stereo image, we can regenerate a series of

stereo images with the reference stereo image. After obtaining these stereo images, the

viewers can experience the 3D vision.
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Figure 1.6: 3D experience.

1.2 Digital watermarking

1.2.1 Information hiding

The idea of secrete communication is almost as old as communications itself. The art

of steganography can be found in ancient time during which sympathetic inks were

used to write invisible. Watermarking methods are evolved from steganography. The

early watermarking technique is to impress the paper a form of image or text. Al-

though steganography and watermarking are both techniques which are used to hide

the information into an cover work, they are still two different conceptions.

The steganography and watermarking can be differed by the intent of usage. The

watermark can be perceived as side information of the cover content. It can be infor-

mation about copyright, license, authorship and etc. On the other hand, the embedded

information of steganography may have nothing to do with the cover content.
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1.2.2 Digital watermarking scheme

In the modern world, the rapid development of computer internet and information

technology has explored means of new business and entertainments. In all of these new

applications, the digital data is used indispensable. And besides, the digital informa-

tion can be duplicated and distributed easily from internet and mobile disks. In this

case, the effective copyright protection methods are required and the concept of digital

watermarking came up to deal with the problems related to the protection and identity

of media sources.

A typical watermarking system (Fig. 1.7) consists of watermark embedding and

watermark extraction.

The inputs of the embedding process are watermark, cover media data and embed-

ding security key. The watermark is always a sequence of binary bits. The cover media

data is the the watermark information carrier in which the watermark bit sequence are

hiding into it invisibly or visibly. The key is used to guarantee the authorized access

of the watermark information and therefore the security of the watermarking system

can be improved. The output of the watermark embedding process is the watermarked

data.

For the watermark extraction process, the inputs are the watermarked data, the

security key and ,depending on the watermarking scheme, the original cover and/or the

original watermark. The output is the recovered watermark and ,also depending on the

watermarking scheme, the recovered carrier data. Supposed that a watermark message

is defined as 𝑀 , 𝐶 is the carrier message and 𝐾 is the security key. In watermarking

scheme, an embedding function 𝑒(.) takes the watermark 𝑀 , the carrier data 𝐶 and

the security 𝐾 as input messages and outputs the watermarked data 𝐶 ′.
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Figure 1.7: Watermarking system.

𝐶 ′ = 𝑒(𝐶,𝑀,𝐾) (1.7)

At the receiver side, the extraction procedure is depicted in the following equation:

𝑀 ′ = 𝑑(𝐶 ′, 𝐾, ...) (1.8)

where𝑑(.) is the detector function. 𝐶 and𝑀 are optional inputs for the detector function

depending on the watermarking scheme.

With the general embedding and extraction procedures, the digital watermarking

can be further classified into different categories in Fig. 1.8.

According to the embedding domain of the cover content, the watermarking al-

gorithms can be classified into two groups: spatial domain embedding and frequency

domain embedding. If the watermark is embedded into the spatial domain, the magni-
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Figure 1.8: Watermarking categories.

tude of the cover signal are modified directly. If the watermark is embedded into the

frequency domain, the digital signal are pre-transformed by DCT or DWT, and then

the watermark is embedded by changing the magnitude of each frequency component.

According to the human perception, the watermarking scheme can be considered

as invisible watermarking and visible watermarking. For invisible watermarking, the

watermark is added by slightly changing the cover content and the HVS are always

considered to prevent any noticeable difference between the original cover content and

the watermarked content. If the watermark is embedded visibly, it is often some no-

ticeable logo which declares the authorship of the digital content which prevents the

illegal access of the original cover content.

According to the cover content, the watermarking can be classified into text water-

marking, image watermarking, audio watermarking and video watermarking. With the

development of internet, there are so many images on the World Wide Web without any

authorize protection. And besides, most of the anti-compression image watermarking

can be applied to video watermarking since that video are sequence of images com-
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pressed together. In this case, most of the current research is based on the image

watermarking.

In this thesis, most of the work is focused on the image watermarking, and the

scheme is also applied to the video watermarking.

1.2.3 Digital image watermarking

Various techniques have been proposed for the watermarking of still image data. The

watermark embedding scheme are designed to either insert the watermark directly into

the original data such as the color components or into some transformed domain of

the original data to take advantage of perceptual properties or robustness to particular

signals attacks.

The required characteristics for image watermarking include invisibility, robustness,

and capacity.

1. Invisibility: In order to minimize the noticeable distortion to the cover image, the

perceptual models are often used to scale the watermark signal or determine the

appropriate embedding location in the cover image.

2. Robustness: The watermark information should survive after certain common

signal processing operations and attacks. These processing includes compression

such as JPEG, filtering, rotation, cropping, scaling, A/D and D/A conversion,

and additive noise.

3. Capacity: the capacity refers to the amount of information which can be inserted

into the cover image and extracted reliably afterwards.

A good watermarking scheme should achieve a good trade-off among these require-

ments, refer to Fig. 1.9.
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Figure 1.9: Watermarking characteristics.

1.2.4 The applications of digital watermarking

Digital watermarking can be applied to a wide rang of applications:

1. Copyright protection and authentication. The copyright protection is one of the

main reasons to propose the watermarking scheme. The idea is to hide the infor-

mation about the ownership into the cover image in order to prevent other people

from illegally declaring the property right of the image content.

2. Source tracking. This category of watermarking is used to track the distribution

of the cover image. A watermark is embedded into a digital signal at each point of

distribution, which means that different recipients can get different watermarked

content. If a illegal copy of the work is found later, then the watermark may be

retrieved from the copy and the source of the illegal distribution is known.

3. covert communication. In this category of watermarking application, the water-

mark information can be some secret message which are only accessible to au-

thorized people. At the receiver side, only the people knowing the watermarking

embedding scheme and the security key can obtain the hiding information.
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1.3 The contributions of the thesis

In this thesis, we propose a lossless watermarking approach based on Discrete Cosine

Transform (DCT) for a new application of watermarking. A depth map obtained from

a stereoscopic image pair is embedded into one of the two images using a reversible

watermarking algorithm. Different from existing approaches which hide depth map

in spatial domain, the depth information is hidden in the quantized DCT domain of

the stereo image in our method. This modification makes the watermarking algorithm

compatible with JPEG and MPEG-2 compression.

After the investigation of the quantized DCT coefficients distribution of the com-

pressed image and video, The bit-shift operation is utilized to embed the depth map

into its associated 2D image reversibly for the purpose of achieving high compression

efficiency of the watermarked multimedia content and high visual quality stereo image

after the depth map is extracted.

We implement the proposed method to analyze its performance. The experimental

results show that a very high payload of watermark (e.g. depth map) can be embedded

into the JPEG compressed image and MPEG-2 video. The compression efficiency is

only slightly reduced after the watermark embedding and the quality of the original

image or video can be restored completely at the decoder side.

Publications generated from the research:

[1] Wenyi Wang, Jiying Zhao, James Tam, Filippo Speranza, and Zhou Wang, Hid-

ing Depth Map into Stereo Image in JPEG Format using Reversible Watermarking,

ICIMCS’11, pp. 82-85, August 5-7, 2011, Chengdu, Sichuan, China.
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1.4 Thesis structure

In Chapter 2, we give an introduction to existing approaches for depth map water-

marking, robust watermarking for JPEG compression and reversible watermarking, in

Chapter 3 we propose our scheme with describing the watermarking embedding and ex-

traction, in Chapter 4.1 we illustrate and evaluate the proposed scheme and in Chapter

5 we conclude the thesis and give some suggestions and ideas for future research work.



Chapter 2

Literature review

2.1 Existing depth map watermarking approaches

Stereo vision, a naturally performed human body function, has been recognized as being

compelling to further improve the machine vision technology. It is obviously that a

stereo pair of images should be analyzed, transmitted and stored to access the the stereo

information. In this case, the reduction of the transmission bandwidth and storage

requirement is a considerable concern when we operate the stereo images comparing the

conventional image. A straightforward approach of this problem is to simply compress

and encode the stereo media pair separately and the storage requirement are nearly

twice as much as the requirement of the single content [6]. An alternative approach

utilizes the disparity estimation and disparity compensation schemes. The basic idea

of this approach is to use the stereo media pair to generate a disparity map or a depth

map which can be used to estimate the other stereo image with regarding to only one

of stereo image pair. In this case, only the disparity map, one of the stereo image and

sometimes the estimation error are encoded, transmitted and stored [7].

15
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Some researchers proposed a different approach which not only half the storage

requirement and transmission bandwidth but also control the access of depth informa-

tion. In this approach, the basic idea is to embed the depth information, which can

recover the other stereo image, into the the reference image using watermarking algo-

rithm. Thus, only one stereo image containing the depth information should be stored

or transmitted in stead of two stereo images or one stereo image plus the depth map.

And at the receiver side, the depth map can be extracted and be used to regenerate

the other stereo image.

D. Coltuc propose a method to embedding the depth information into one of

the stereo image by digital watermarking using integer transform and mod operation

[8][9][10]. In his paper, the six test color images are from [11]. The watermark in the

color images is segmented into each of three color plane using reversible watermarking.

The watermark capacity is generally around 2.5 bpp per color channel and 6 bpp per

color pixel. After applying JPEG compression to the depth information and estimation

error, the required watermark capacity can be satisfied. And the host image can be

recovered at the receiver side after the watermark is extracted.

Different from D. Coltuc using the dense disparity map as watermark, J.N. Ellinas

used a block based disparity compensation to generate a sparse disparity map as wa-

termark to be embedded into the stereo image. There are three test grey scale image

in his paper and the watermark capacity is around 1.4 bpp per pixel. After applying

JPEG compression to the disparity information with a very high quality factor (96 for

image ‘room’, 85 for image ‘SYN.256’, 92 for image ‘fruit’), the disparity map were em-

bedded successfully using reversible watermarking method PVD (pixel value difference)

combined with HVS(human visual system) [12].

A. Khan and his colleagues embedded the depth information in another way. In their
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approach, the depth information was embedded into the HL and LH bandwidth of the

DWT domain of the original image using variable threshold [13][14]. The watermarking

embedding method is also applied reversible watermarking of bit shifting. The capacity

of this embedding method can achieve 0.75 bpp.

We noticed that although the previous work performed very well with regarding

the watermarking capacity, watermark invisibility, and original image reconstruction,

all of the approaches are fragile watermarking methods and the watermark information

can not survive the JPEG compression. This is because that the DCT coefficients in

JPEG images are multiples of the corresponding quantization factors. If a watermark

is added into a JPEG compressed image, the distortion to the coefficients are usually

small compare to the quantization parameter, and this small distortion are very likely

to be removed after the quantization. In this case, although the size of the stereo image

pair can be halved by hiding the depth information into one of the stereo images, the

image size can not be reduced further using lossy compression methods which are widely

used in image or video storage or transmission.

2.2 Conventional anti-compression watermarking

algorithms

To investigate whether it is possible to hiding the depth information using anti-

compresssion watermarking method, the watermark capacity must be examined first.

High capacity watermarking embedding is very challenging for the reason that it has

to satisfy the characteristics of in-visibility and robust to compression or other signal

processing, which are both conflicts to watermarking capacity.

As far as how to obtain a robust watermarking embedding method is concerned,
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the block based embedding is widely used due to its robustness to attacks such as

image compression. Swanson et al. [15][16] were the first researchers who utilized

the block based information hiding scheme using the projection technique. This kind of

method can be understood as an energy spreading process. The blocks are vectored and

projected onto random vectors with regarding to quantization step and the embedding

bit. In other words, a base vector (normally a random generated vector) are spread over

a block to denote one watermark bit. In this case, there is redundancy information of

one watermark bit embedded into the host. After the compression or other attacks, we

can still extract the watermark bit correctly from calculating the correlation between

the watermarked image and the base vector.

L.Tse-Hua et al. [17] proposed a robust watermarking method which performed very

well in both capacity and anti-compression. And in the anti-compression watermarking

schemes, it has the top capacity. This algorithm is based on the quantized projection

embedding algorithm in which a random permutation of the columns of a Hadamard

matrix as projection vectors and a fixed perceptual mask based on the JPEG compres-

sion quantization matrix. As a result, the embedding capacity can reach as high as 0.09

bpp.

Recently, N.K. Kalantari and S.M. Ahadi [18] proposed a novel arrangement for

quantizer based on the Quantization Index Modulation (QIM). In their method, they

achieved a better BER under the same compression ratio compared to T. Lan’s method

but the watermark capacity, which is about 0.05 bpp in the experimental result of the

paper, is not mentioned to be improved.

However, the watermark capacity of the previous anti-compresstion watermarking

schemes is much less than the capacity of the watermarking schemes which are used to

hide the depth information in Section 2.1. In this case, we have to further investigate
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the possible depth map size after compression.

2.3 Depth map compression

Since the image based rendering (IBR) methods utilize depth map and the stereo or

multi-view images or videos to reconstruct the 3D sense [19], the particular encoding

method for depth map is researched widely recently.

In general, the compression of the depth information is processed by using the

standard compression algorithm such as JPEG 2000 or H.264 with special technical

to preserve the sharp edge information. This is because that the edge information is

usually associated with the high frequency of the depth map and these information

would be remove significantly by those compression standards.

In [20], a region of interest is used to prevent JPEG2000 compression artifacts. This

is rest on a assumption that the depth maps are usually consist of a group of smooth

regions and some sharp edges between those flat regions. The sharp regions are the

key issue in the depth map compression because even some small errors may cause

severe effect to the further applications of depth map such as the generation of stereo

images. In this approach, the depth map is segmented and the edge information is

predicted from the difference between the original depth map and the segmented depth

map. Afterwards, the difference is lossless compressed and the segmented information

is lossy compressed at a higher ratio. As a result, the bit rate of the compressed depth

map is around 0.2 bpp with a PSNR value near 50 dB.

In [21], the filtering techniques are used to further improve the compression perfor-

mance of an H.264 encoder. The authors also mentioned that the depth map is spatially

monotonous except the sharp edges. In this case the compression distortion are always
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Figure 2.1: The depth map size in JPEG and PNG format.

concentrated at the object boundaries in the reason that the edge information is in

high frequency which are likely to be removed in general compression scheme. In this

approach, the frequent-close filter is utilized to emphasize the boundary information

and this can benefit the compression result of depth map. As a result, the bit rate of

the compressed depth map is around 0.5 bpp with a PSNR value about 47 dB.

In [27], another method called multidimensional multiscale parser is utilized and it

performed the best up to 2010. In this approach, the depth map can be compressed to

0.129 bpp while obtain a PSNR value of 50.05 dB.

More generally, we also tested 29 depth maps using JPEG compression with a PSNR

value around 30 dB and PNG lossless encoding to examine the size of a depth map in

ordinary lossy and lossless compression format.

From Fig. 2.1, it can be observed that, the size of JPEG compressed image varies

from 0.1 bpp to 0.45 bpp, the size of PNG image varies from 0.21 bpp to 0.65 bpp.

The reason for applying the lossless compression (PNG format) is that there are some

situations that a precise depth information is required such as medical use and military
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use. For color images, we can hide the depth information into each of the three channels

so that the watermarking capacity for each channel is only one third of the whole

capacity requirement. This means that the watermarking capacity requirement for

each channel is 0.15 bpp for JPEG compressed depth map and 0.22 bpp for depth map

in PNG format.

In Section 2.2, it can be observed that the watermarking capacity of conventional

anti-compression methods is always below 0.1 bpp and it is not enough to hide the

depth information. And besides, all of the existing works of hiding depth map into

stereo images used the reversible watermarking algorithm in their approaches. This

provokes us to study the reversible watermarking algorithm to find the possible solution

to hide the depth map into a JPEG compressed image.

2.4 Reversible watermarking

From the previous section, we get the required watermarking capacity to be either

0.15 bpp or 0.22 bpp depending on the compression method applied to the depth map.

This requirement of watermarking capacity is seldom achieved by conventional water-

marking methods which are robust to JPEG compression. In Lan’s paper [17], an

improved quantized projection based embedding method is proposed with the char-

acteristic of anti-compression. The capacity of their scheme is up to 0.09 bpp which

outperforms most of the anti-compression watermarking algorithm. However a water-

marking method with the capacity of 0.09 bpp is still not enough for the requirement.

In this case, we turn to the fragile watermarking method with high capacity and high

visual quality to meet the requirement of high capacity.

The target of obtaining both the high visual quality and high capacity is another
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challenge because they are two conflict requirements for watermarking scheme. When

we embed lots of information into the original image, it is obvious that there will be

a huge change to the original image which leads to a serious visual quality damage.

To solve this problem, we focus on a special watermarking method, called reversible

watermark. A reversible watermarking scheme means that the original image can be

completely restored at the receiver side after the watermark is extracted. In this case,

no matter how much information is embedded into the original image and how severe

damage is introduced by it, we can always completely remove the damage and recover

the original image with good quality.

After years of development in the field of reversible watermarking, this kind of

watermarking can be classified into three categories[28]:

1. Schemes that compress part of the original image to release the space for the

watermark information [29]-[31].

2. Schemes that apply difference expansion to the original image and bit-shift the

calculated difference value to release the space for the watermark information

[32]-[42].

3. Schemes that exchange the histogram bins of blocks in the original image to

represent the watermark information [43]-[45].

In the following part, the basic ideas of these three schemes are introduced.
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2.4.1 Reversible watermarking by compressing part of the

original image

When we embed watermark into the original image, some part of the image will be re-

placed by the watermark such as the least significant bits (LSB). In order to recover the

original image, one straightforward way is to compress these replaced bits and append

them to the watermark information to generate a new watermark bit stream and then

embed the watermark with the recovering information by replacing the compressed part

in the original image. The basic idea from Celik et al. [29] is presented to demonstrate

the general scheme of this kind of reversible watermarking.

Assuming a vector containing N pixel values is 𝑥 = (𝑥0, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑥𝑁), this vector

is quantized by an integer factor L by applying:

𝑣,𝑖 =
⌊𝑥𝑖

𝐿

⌋
(2.1)

where ⌊𝑥⌋ denotes the largest integer no larger than x.

After calculating the quantized value, the error introduced by quantization is cal-

culated:

𝑒𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝐿 ⋅ 𝑥,
𝑖 (2.2)

Now, we have a vector of quantization error 𝑒 = (𝑒0, 𝑒1, 𝑒2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑒𝑁). By ap-

plying some lossless compression algorithm, we can regenerate vector e to 𝑒𝑐=

(𝑒0𝑐, 𝑒1𝑐, 𝑒2𝑐, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑒𝑁𝑐), where 𝑁𝑐 < 𝑁 . In this case, we release a vacancy of 𝑁 − 𝑁𝑐

for values ranging from 0− (𝑁 − 1). After transform the binary values of watermark to

the required values, we can get 𝑤 = (𝑤0, 𝑤1, 𝑤2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑤𝑁−𝑁𝑐). By appending the water-
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Figure 2.2: The original 8-bit value.

 

Figure 2.3: The 1 bit shifted 8-bit value.

mark w to the compressed error 𝑒𝑐, we get the total information we need to embed into

the original 𝑤0 = (𝑒0𝑐, 𝑒1𝑐, 𝑒2𝑐, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑒𝑁𝑐 , 𝑤0, 𝑤1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅𝑤𝑁−𝑁𝑐). The last step is to embed the

watermark 𝑤0 to the original image by applying:

𝑥𝑤
𝑖 = 𝐿 ⋅ 𝑥,

𝑖 + 𝑥𝑜𝑖 (2.3)

By applying converse process, we can extract and restore the original image.

2.4.2 Reversible watermarking by applying difference expan-

sion

Other than replacing the LSBs in the original image to embed watermark in the first

kind of watermarking algorithm, another way is to make bit-shifting to the values and

release vacancy for watermark bits. Take an 8-bit value for example:

In this case, we get a vacancy at the 8th bit plane to embed a watermark bit.

In order to make this idea practical, the values need to be small so that the operation

of bit-shifting will not introduce large change compared to the original. Base on this

requirement, Tian [35] firstly proposed a pair-wise reversible integer transform used in

watermarking to generate small values according to the original pixel values and shift
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the bit plane of those small values to embed watermark. After this kind of scheme is

proposed, it is widely discussed in many papers such as [32]-[42]. In order to introduce

the general process of this method, we present the idea from Allattar [33] for example:

Applying a vector 𝑢 = (𝑢0, 𝑢1, 𝑢2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑢𝑁) from N pixels and make the integer

transform to this vector which is demonstrated as follows:

𝑣0 =

⌊∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝑢𝑖

𝑁

⌋
(2.4)

𝑣1 = 𝑢1 − 𝑢0 (2.5)

... (2.6)

𝑣𝑁−1 = 𝑢𝑁−1 − 𝑢0 (2.7)

where ⌊𝑥⌋ denotes the largest integer no larger than x and 𝑢𝑖 denotes the values of N

different pixels. In order to make use of the correlations of the near-by points, these N

pixels are always picked as adjacent ones.

Similar to the pair-wise processing, The inverse transform which can regenerate the

vector 𝑢 from 𝑣 is as follows:

𝑢0 = 𝑣0 −
⌊∑𝑁−1

𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖
𝑁

⌋
(2.8)

𝑢1 = 𝑣1 + 𝑢0 (2.9)

... (2.10)

𝑢𝑁−1 = 𝑣𝑁−1 + 𝑢0 (2.11)

In this case, we can embed N-1 bits (𝑏 = (𝑏1, 𝑏2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , 𝑏𝑁−1)) into vector 𝑣 by left-
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shifting the difference values we get from the above equations (i.e. difference expansion).

𝑣,0 =

⌊∑𝑁−1
𝑖=0 𝑢𝑖

𝑁

⌋
(2.12)

𝑣,1 = 2× 𝑣1 + 𝑏1 (2.13)

... (2.14)

𝑣,𝑁−1 = 2× 𝑣𝑁−1 + 𝑏𝑁−1 (2.15)

After inverse integer transform is applied to the difference vector 𝑣′ in which the

watermark is embedded, we can get the watermarked pixels’ values.

With the consideration of avoiding overflow and underflow, not all of the pairs or

vectors can be chosen as expandable ones to embed watermark. A location map is

necessary to tell the receiver which vectors are changed and this part of information

is also appended in the watermark bits. In this case, the smaller size of the location

map, the more space is left for the watermark bits. And obviously, the more elements

in a vector, the smaller size of the location map is. However, the more elements in

one vector, the larger value will be generated after integer transformation and the

watermarked image will have severer artifacts. In this case, the number of elements

in one vector should be chosen carefully so that good balance between capacity and

invisibility can be achieved.
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2.4.3 Reversible watermarking by exchanging the histogram

bins

The last category of reversible watermark is to embed the information by exchange the

histogram bins in the original image. To demonstrate the basic idea of this kind of

scheme, we present Vleeschouwer et al.’s circular interpretation method [44][45].

First of all, the original image is divided into several un-overlapped blocks.

Then one watermark bit is embedded into each block by changing the histogram of

the block. The process of embedding one bit is discussed as follows:

1. Assuming a block B, it is divided into two groups randomly, and the histogram

𝐻𝑎 and 𝐻𝑏 of each group are calculated respectively. For the reason that these

two groups are divided randomly, the histogram of these two blocks should be

similar and it is reasonable to assume that the peak bin of 𝐻𝑎 and 𝐻𝑏 are located

at the same intensity value.

2. When we embed the watermark bit 1, all of the histogram bins are left-shifted

except replacing the lowest bin to the location of the former highest bin; and

when we embed the watermark bit 0, all of the histogram bins are right-shifted

except replacing the highest bin to the location of the former lowest bin.

The embedding process can be shown in Fig. 2.4.

After repeating this process to all of the blocks, the watermark embedding is finished.

When we want to extract the watermark, we just need to reconstruct the two groups

in each block and check the direction of the shifting of peak histogram to determine

whether a bit 0 or bit 1 is embedded. After that, we can restore the original image by

shifting the histogram back to its original place.
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Figure 2.4: Watermarking by exchanging the histogram bins.

2.4.4 Comparison of reversible watermarking schemes

In the case of our application of watermarking, a very high capacity is required while

the high visual quality is also desired. The characteristics of reversible watermarking

seem to satisfy our requirement because the original image can be restored and we do
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not have to concern the quality distortion after watermark embedding as much as the

permanent distortion watermarking algorithms.

And meanwhile we need to make some comparison between these three reversible

watermarking methods to determine which one is the most suitable scheme for our

application.

For the first scheme which depending on the data compression, the capacity is highly

depending on the compression ratio of the original image. However the host image in

our expecting application is in JPEG format which is already compressed and there is

little space for further lossless compression.

For the third scheme which applies histogram shifting, one watermark bit is embed-

ded into one block of the original image. In this case, the capacity of this algorithm is

much lower than the other two.

For the second scheme which applies the bit shifting and difference expansion

method, its performance does not depend on the data compression as much as the

first one, and N-1 watermark bits can be embedded in a N bits block which give us a

larger capacity compared to the third kind of reversible watermarking.

In this case, we decide to choose the reversible watermarking algorithm based on

bit shifting as our method to achieve the goal to embed the depth map into its corre-

sponding 2D image in JPEG format.

2.4.5 The performance of the state of the art DE based wa-

termarking algorithm

After Tian firstly proposed the difference expansion method on watermarking, lots of

researches have been done based on it, and our purpose is to determine the probability
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of using this scheme to hide depth map into one frame of its associated stereo images.

In this case, we focus on the high capacity situation with a relatively low PSNR, for the

reason that the original high quality image will be restored at the receiver side when

the hidden depth map is extracted before reconstructing the 3D scene. From [32] to

[42], they are all watermarking methods based on difference expansion, in order to get

a general view of the capacity for this category of watermarking algorithm, we list some

experimental results based on DE watermarking method in [32] to [42].

Table 2.1: Capacity of existing DE watermarking

𝑃𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑎 𝐵𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒

𝐴.𝑀.𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑟[32] 2.17 0.44 NP
𝐽𝑢𝑛𝑇 𝑖𝑎𝑛[35] 0.99 NP NP

𝐷.𝑀.𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑖[36] 0.95 0.55 0.95
𝑆𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑙𝐿𝑒𝑒[37] 1+ NP NP

𝑉 𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑦𝑆𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑣[38] 1+ 0.61 1+
𝑋.𝑊𝑎𝑛𝑔[39] 0.9 0.5 NP
𝑆.𝑊𝑒𝑛𝑔[40] 1+ 0.56 NP

𝑌 𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑗𝑖𝑎𝑛𝐻𝑢[41] 0.98 0.51 0.95
𝐶.𝐶.𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔[42] 0.98 0.72 NP

In Table 2.1, NP (not presented) means there is no experimental results for that

image in the particular paper.

We notice that for the image whose contend is intensive, the capacity is relatively

small and the value is about 0.5-0.7 bpp while the capacity is rather large for the flat

images with a value over 1 bpp.

We recall that the requirement of the capacity for embedding the depth map into its

corresponding 2D image is less than 0.5 bpp from Section 2.3. It is hopefully that we

can embed the depth map into its associated 2D image using bit shifting and difference

expansion.
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The proposed scheme and its

implementations

3.1 High capacity embedding using reversible wa-

termarking with DE

To satisfy the requirement of the reduction of the transmission bandwidth and storage

space for 3D vision media source, a straightforward approach is to simply compress and

encode the stereo media pair separately and the storage requirement are nearly twice

as much as the requirement of the single content [6]. An alternative approach utilizes

the disparity estimation and disparity compensation schemes. The basic idea of this

approach is to use the stereo media pair to generate a disparity map or a depth map

which can be used to estimate the other stereo image with regarding to only one of

stereo image pair. In this case, only the disparity map, one of the stereo image and

sometimes the estimation error are encoded, transmitted and stored [7].

Furthermore, some researchers considered to utilize the watermarking methods to

31
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hide the depth map into one of the stereo image for the purpose of enhancing the

security of the depth information and reducing the transmission bandwidth and storage

requirement.

As introduced in Section 2.1, all of the researchers used the reversible watermarking

to hide the depth map into the stereo image in their proposals. The advantage of this

kind of watermarking algorithm is not only the high capacity, which is essential to hide

the whole depth map, but also the characteristic of retrieving the original image quality

before watermarking, which can promise high image quality after heavy payload was

embedded into the cover image [8][9][10][12][13][14].

In this case, we firstly implemented a classical reversible watermarking algorithm

using difference expansion (DE) in spacial domain to investigate its capacity and anti-

compression characteristics.

As introduced in [33], an improved difference expansion method for reversible wa-

termarking is implemented as shown in Fig. 3.1:

The watermark embedding is processed as follows:

The cover image is divided into 2 × 2 blocks and each block is the basic structure

in the embedding scheme. Assigning a vector 𝑢 = (𝑢0, 𝑢1, 𝑢2, 𝑢3) to 4 pixels values in

each 2× 2 block and make the integer transform to this vector which is demonstrated

as follows:

𝑣0 =

⌊∑3
𝑖=0 𝑢𝑖

4

⌋
(3.1)

𝑣1 = 𝑢1 − 𝑢0 (3.2)

𝑣2 = 𝑢2 − 𝑢0 (3.3)

𝑣3 = 𝑢3 − 𝑢0 (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Watermarking by difference expansion and LSB compression.

where ⌊𝑥⌋ denotes the largest integer no larger than x and 𝑢𝑖 denotes the values of 4

different pixels. In order to make use of the correlations of the near-by points, these 4

pixels are always picked as adjacent ones.
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In order to keep the visual distortion of the watermarking small, a threshold K is set

for the difference values (𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣3). Only the blocks with the difference values smaller

than K is allowed to embed the watermark bits. For the expandable blocks, we can

embed 3 bits (𝑏 = (𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3)) into vector 𝑣 by left-shifting the difference values we get

from Equ. (3.1–3.4) (i.e. difference expansion).

𝑣,0 =

⌊∑3
𝑖=0 𝑢𝑖

3

⌋
(3.5)

𝑣,1 = 2× 𝑣1 + 𝑏1 (3.6)

𝑣,2 = 2× 𝑣2 + 𝑏2 (3.7)

𝑣,3 = 2× 𝑣3 + 𝑏3 (3.8)

(3.9)

Similar to the pair-wise processing, The inverse transform, which can regenerate the

vector 𝑢 from 𝑣, is as follows:

𝑢0 = 𝑣0 −
⌊∑3

𝑖=1 𝑣𝑖
4

⌋
(3.10)

𝑢1 = 𝑣1 + 𝑢0 (3.11)

𝑢2 = 𝑣2 + 𝑢0 (3.12)

𝑢3 = 𝑣3 + 𝑢0 (3.13)

After inverse integer transform is applied to the difference vector 𝑣′ in which the

watermark is embedded, we can get the watermarked pixels’ values.

For the block whose difference values are greater than the threshold K, we applied
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lossless compression to the LSB of the pixel values’ in that block. And then, the

watermark bit plus the compressed LSB is embedded together in the original location

of the LSB plane.

The watermarking extraction is processed as follows:

At the receiver side, the blocks with DE watermark embedding and LSB watermark

embedding are identified by the labels which are also embedded in the cover image.

For the block with LSB watermark embedding, The bits in the LSB of the pixel

values in the block is extracted. The extracted bit sequence are combined with two

parts: the embedded watermark bits and the compressed original bits in the LSB.

After the decompression of the original LSB, the original blocks before the watermark

embedding can be recovered.

For the block with DE watermark embedding, the integer transform is applied to the

block. In the transformed domain of the block, the watermark bits are in the LSB of the

transformed values. After right-shifting the transformed values and inverse transform,

the original block can be recovered.

After applying the watermark extraction and original block recovering to all of

the blocks, the original cover image can be obtained and the watermark bits can be

extracted completely.

Because of the property of reversible watermarking, the embedding process can be

done iteratively. It means that the watermarked image can be watermarked with the

same scheme again and again until the visual quality is not accessible or the difference

of the adjacent pixel value are too large for embedding.

We chose 5 images with the size of 512 × 512 to embed the watermark bits using

the reversible watermarking based on spacial difference expansion. The implementation

results are shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Watermarking using DE in spacial domain.
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In Fig. 3.2, the watermarked images hiding different watermark bits are compared.

In the left column, the watermark payload is 0.0625 bpp; in the middle column, the

watermark payload is 0.35 bpp; in the right column, the watermark payload is 0.9 bpp.

The PSNR value of the watermarked images are shown in Fig.3.3.

 

Figure 3.3: PSNR versus embedding payload.

It can be observed that the capacity of this kind of watermarking algorithm is very

high. In our implementation, all of the five test images can obtain an capacity beyond

0.9 bpp. Although the PSNR is low with high embedding payload, the original cover

image can be retrieved after the watermark extraction and the high visual quality of

the original image can be preserved.

However, the watermark extraction can not be successfully implemented if we com-

press the watermarked image using JPEG standard. This problem exists in all of the

existing approaches for depth map hiding using reversible watermarking. In order to

overcome this problem and make the embedding process compatible with JPEG com-

pression, we applied the DE algorithm into the quantized DCT domain of the image.
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3.2 DE watermarking in the quantized DCT do-

main

In the previous section, we found that the existing approaches, which hide the depth

map in the spatial domain, is not compatible with the JPEG compression. With the

concern that the JPEG format image is widely used nowadays, we attempt to find a

solution to hide the depth map into a JPEG format image.

In order to hide the depth map into a JPEG image using the high capacity reversible

watermarking which is fragile to distortion. we proposed to hide the depth map into

the quantized DCT domain of the image. The reason for this proposal is that the

quantization of the DCT coefficients in JPEG compression will remove most of the

slight changes introduced by watermarking. In this case, the watermark information

will not be removed if we embed the watermark after the quantization process which is

the only lossy procedure in JPEG compression.

Furthermore, we only embed the watermark in the blocks whose DCT values are

not zero. This will guarantee the compression efficiency of the Huffman coding in the

later processing.

The embedding process is introduced in Fig.3.4.

In our proposed watermarking scheme, the watermark is embedded by using the

following steps:

1. Transform 2D un-compressed image to DCT coefficients.

2. Quantize each of the DCT coefficients using a predefined quantization matrix.

3. Divide all of the quantized DCT coefficients into 2 × 2 vectors and pick out all

the vectors (𝑢) whose values are not zero.
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Figure 3.4: Embedding process of DE watermarking in quantized DCT domain.

4. Apply generalized integer transform to the vectors (𝑢) picked out in step 3 to

generate the new vectors (𝑣)
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5. Embed the watermark by left-shifting the elements in vector (𝑣) and add the

watermark bit in the LSB of the shifted values.

6. Apply in these integer invert transform and encode the watermarked DCT coef-

ficients by Huffman coding.

The watermark is extracted by using the following steps:

1. Apply Huffman decoding to the received signal and get the watermarked DCT

coefficients.

2. Pick out all the vectors containing non-zeros values.

3. Apply generalized integer transform to those vectors.

4. Extract the watermark by taking the LSBs of 𝑣1, 𝑣2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑣𝑁−1 in vector 𝑣 . Restore

the original transformed integer by right-shifting the bit plane of 𝑣1, 𝑣2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑣𝑁−1.

5. Apply inverse integer transform to the restored vector 𝑣 to obtain the original

DCT coefficients.

We implement this watermarking scheme for five images with different watermark

bits embedded. It can be observed in Fig. 3.5 that the visual quality of the watermarked

images is very low. However, the original image can be restored after watermark de-

tection. In this case, we can still obtain high visual quality image after a heavy load of

watermark bit embedded.

In Fig. 3.5, the watermarked images hiding different watermark bits are compared.

In the left column, the watermark payload is 0.0095 bpp with one level embedding; in

the middle column, the watermark payload is 0.2384 bpp with two levels embedding;

in the right column, the watermark payload is 0.4673 with three level embedding bpp.
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Another problem of the current scheme is that the size of the watermarked image

is increased significantly with regard to the embedding watermark size.

Table 3.1: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Barbara

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Results
Size increase(bpp) 0.0224 0.5109 1.0436

Increase ratio 2.3548 2.1428 2.2333

Table 3.2: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Fruit

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Results
Size increase(bpp) 0.0188 0.4755 0.9708

Increase ratio 1.9728 1.9943 2.0775

Table 3.3: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Lena

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Results
Size increase(bpp) 0.0227 0.5608 1.1566

Increase ratio 2.3880 2.3523 2.4751

Table 3.4: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Man

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Results
Size increase(bpp) 0.0187 0.4902 1.0217

Increase ratio 1.9584 2.0562 2.1864

From Table 3.1-3.5, it can be observed that the ratio between the size of watermarked

image and the embedded watermark varies from 2 to 3. In this case, our current
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Table 3.5: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Plane

Embedding Level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Results
Size increase(bpp) 0.0265 0.6666 1.2892

Increase ratio 2.7840 2.7961 2.7588

watermarking scheme introduces additional size increasement to the stereo image other

than the depth information which is embedded.

In this case, we customize the Huffman coding scheme to make it more efficient to

code our watermarked DCT coefficients.

3.3 Improvement: Huffman table customization

In information theory, Huffman coding is an entropy encoding method which are used

for lossless data compression. A variable-length code table is used to encode the source

symbol. The encoding table is derived depending on the estimated probability of the

occurrence of each possible symbol. If the frequency of the signal occurrence is known,

a Huffman table can be generated so that the most common signals are encoded with

the shorter strings of bits while the less common signals are encoded with longer strings

of bits.

For natural image, most of the energy is in the low frequency components. In this

case, most of the quantized DCT coefficients are very small value. With regarding to

this characteristic, the default Huffman table in JPEG assigned shorter length codes

for small values and longer strings of bits to large values.

However, the distribution of the quantized DCT coefficients are changed after wa-

termarking. In this case, the signals, witch occurs most frequently, are not always the
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small values. As a result, the default Huffman table is not optimized for the water-

marked image. In our improvement, the Huffman table is customized according to the

distribution of the quantized DCT coefficients.

After the Huffman table customization, we get the same watermarked image with

smaller size compared to the previous approach.

Table 3.6: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Barbara (with Huff-
man table customization)

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Size With customization (bpp) 2.3548 2.0852 2.2295
increase Without customization (bpp) 2.3548 2.1428 2.2333

Table 3.7: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Fruit (with Huffman
table customization)

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Size With customization (bpp) 1.9728 1.9822 2.0148
increase Without customization (bpp) 1.9728 1.9943 2.0775

Table 3.8: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Lena (with Huffman
table customization)

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Size With customization (bpp) 2.3880 2.2948 2.3178
increase Without customization (bpp) 2.3880 2.3523 2.4751

It can be found that the size increase of the cover image is still over twice as much

as the amount of watermark bits embedded. In order to obtain a lower ratio between

the cover size increase and the watermark bit embedded, the stochastic characteristic

of the quantized DCT coefficients are analyzed in the following section.
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Table 3.9: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Man (with Huffman
table customization)

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Size With customization (bpp) 1.9584 1.9789 2.0613
increase Without customization (bpp) 1.9584 2.0562 2.1864

Table 3.10: DE embedding in quantized DCT domain of image Plane (with Huffman
table customization)

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0095 0.2384 0.4673

Size With customization (bpp) 2.7840 1.7844 2.5154
increase Without customization (bpp) 2.7840 2.7961 2.7588

3.4 Improvement: DCT distribution preservation

The DCT coefficients of images obey a Laplacian-shape-like distribution [46]. This

characteristic benefits the compression gain of Huffman coding for the reason that most

of the energy distributed in a few ranges of low frequencies. In this case, only a few

number of ranges of DCT values are needed to be encoded. And ideally, these ranges

can be encoded by short strings of bits. However, the difference expansion changes the

coefficient distribution and make the DCT coefficient distribution flat. In this case,

there are more number of ranges of DCT coefficients to be encoded. Therefore, some of

them have to be encoded by longer strings of bits compared to the natural image. The

distribution change makes the JPEG compression less efficient. In this case, we further

change our watermarking scheme to preserve the Laplacian-shape-like distribution of

the DCT coefficients after the watermark is embedded into the cover image.

In Fig. 3.8, the upper row of figures are the distributions of the original image

‘Barbara’, the lower row of figures are the distribution of the watermarked images with
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different embedding levels.

The reason for the distribution change lies on the integer transform of the quan-

tized DCT coefficients. And besides, the motivation of applying integer transform is

to generate small values which can be bit-shifted with smaller distortion. However,

the DCT coefficients are already very small after quantization and it is not necessary

to apply integer transform to these quantized coefficients. In this case, we change our

watermarking scheme from difference expansion to directly bit-shifting the quantized

DCT coefficient. As a result, the coefficient distribution structure is preserved after

watermarking. Although some researchers have already worked on the bit-shift water-

marking in DCT domain [47], these works did not consider the quantization of DCT

coefficients that is used in JPEG compression.

Since the watermarking scheme is reversible, we can apply recursive watermark

embedding. For one level embedding, the embedding equation is as follows:

𝑄,
𝑖 = 2×𝑄𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖 (3.14)

where 𝑄𝑖 is the quantized DCT coefficient, 𝑏𝑖 is the watermark bit.

In order to keep the coefficient distribution unchanged, we have to change all of the

non-zero coefficients in one-level embedding. If the watermark bits are not enough to

change all of the coefficients, the unchanged coefficients are left-shifted directly.

After applying the bit-shifting to the quantized DCT coefficients, the Laplacian-

shape-like distribution of the quantized DCT coefficients is successfully preserved after

the watermark embedding. The different DCT coefficient distribution is demonstrated

in Fig. 3.9.

In Fig. 3.9, the horizontal axis denotes the different intervals in which the AC
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coefficients lay in, and the vertical axis denotes the amount of the AC coefficients in

that interval. For each group of figures, the upper one is the coefficients distribution

after watermarking using DE and the lower one is the coefficients distribution after wa-

termarking using bit-shifting. It is obviously that the bit shifting procedure preserves

the coefficients distribution and the only change to the distribution is the right-shifting

which can be fixed by Huffman table customization. As the result, the image size

increase introduced by watermarking can be significantly reduced because the coeffi-

cients still distribute in a few number of values ranges which can benefit the Huffman

compression efficiency.

In Fig. 3.10, watermark bits are embedded into four test images with different pay-

load. Since the reversible watermark embedding process can be repeated iteratively for

a single image, we applied three different embedding levels with different watermarking

capacity. For the left column of the images, each of them were embedded by one level

embedding; for the middle column of the images, each of them were embedded by two

level embedding; and for the right column of the images, each of them were embedded

by three level embedding.

The detailed information about the watermarking in four test images are shown in

Table. 3.11-Table. 3.14.

Table 3.11: BS watermarking embedding in image Barbara

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0625 0.1500 0.2300 0.3000 0.3500 0.4500

Results
PSNR(dB) 20.30 20.30 14.39 14.31 11.30 11.25

Size increase(bpp) 0.1500 0.1500 0.3000 0.3000 0.4500 0.4500

From Table. 3.11-Table. 3.14, it can be observed that the size increase in a single

embedding level is constant and the capacity in each embedding level is almost the
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Table 3.12: BS watermarking embedding in image Fruit

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0380 0.1570 0.2355 0.3140 0.3925 0.4710

Results
PSNR(dB) 22.73 22.14 16.02 16.02 12.08 12.03

Size increase(bpp) 0.1572 0.1572 0.3143 0.3143 0.4715 0.4715

Table 3.13: BS watermarking embedding in image Lena

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0380 0.0960 0.1440 0.1930 0.2400 0.2880

Results
PSNR(dB) 23.83 23.52 16.90 16.80 13.08 13.06

Size increase(bpp) 0.0969 0.0969 0.1937 0.1937 0.2906 0.2906

Table 3.14: BS watermarking embedding in image Plane

Embedding level
1 2 3

Input Embedded watermark(bpp) 0.0380 0.0900 0.1350 0.1800 0.2250 0.2700

Results
PSNR(dB) 23.13 22.90 17.03 16.21 13.76 13.64

Size increase(bpp) 0.0907 0.0907 0.1814 0.1814 0.2721 0.2721

same as the size increase of the cover image.

This result is much better than the previous result from embedding the watermark

by using DE in quantized DCT domain.

After the above improvements and modifications to our proposal, our watermarking

scheme can be applied to JPEG format image. In this case, the size of the watermarked

image in our scheme is significantly decreased compared to existing approaches which

embedded the depth map into the un-compressed spatial domain. And the size of the

watermarked image is almost equal to the sum of the size of the original JPEG image

plus the size of the watermark embedded. As a result, we successfully embedded a large

amount of informatino into a JPEG compressed image without introducing noticeable

extra size and the cover image can be completely restored after the watermark is ex-
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tracted at the receiver side. And besides, the watermarked image can be re-compressed

by the process of watermark extraction, original image restoration, watermark embed-

ding and re-compression.

3.5 Apply reversible watermarking scheme to

MPEG-2 compressed video

After we successfully embedded a large amount of watermark into the non-zero com-

ponents of the quantized DCT domain of the JPEG format image, we try to apply our

watermarking scheme to MPEG-2 compression videos.

The compression scheme is quite similar between JPEG compression and MPEG-2

compression, especially the procedures of DCT transformation and quantization, on

which our watermarking method relies, are used in both of these two compression

methods. In this case, a compressed depth video can be hidden into its corresponding

stereo video and the watermarked cover video can also be restored after the depth

information is extracted.

In a MPEG-2 compression system, the compression procedure is based on motion

prediction (motion estimation at the encoder and motion compensation at the decoder)

and two dimensional discrete cosine transform, DCT coefficients quantization, and Huff-

man coding.

There are three kinds of frames to be encoded in the MPEG-2 scheme:

1. I frame: it is intra coded frame. All macroblocks in this kind of frame is coded

without prediction. It is the reference frame for other two frames. The compres-

sion ratio of this frame is the lowest.
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2. P frame it is predicted frame. The macroblocks can be encoded with forward

prediction using the previous I/P frames as reference. It also can be encoded by

intra coded if the variance of a block is under certain threshold.

3. B frame: it is bi-directionally predicted frame. The macroblocks can be coded

with forward prediction from previous frames or can be coded with backward

prediction from future frame. This kind of frame has the highest compression

ratio.

Since both of the internal encoded macroblock data and the predicted error should

be transformed into DCT domain. And then the DCT coefficient quantization is utilized

to remove the spacial redundancy of the encoded signal. In this case, we can still embed

our watermark into the MPEG-2 compressed video by shifting the quantized DCT value

of the inter coded blocks and the prediction error blocks.

In Fig. 3.15, our proposed video watermarking scheme is based on a contentional

MEPG-2 encoding system. The watermarking process is inserted into the MPEG-2

encoding scheme, which is applied after the quantization of the DCT coefficients of the

inter coded blocks or the prediction errors of the prediction blocks. After embedding the

watermark with bit shifting, the watermarked coefficients are encoded with customized

Huffman table.

For the watermark extraction, the watermark bits are extracted after the Huffman

decoding. The extraction is very easy to implement as shown in Fig. 3.16.

Furthermore, the bit-rate control system can be utilized to further decrease the size

of the watermarked image. After the bit-rate control system is utilized, the quantiza-

tion parameter will change with regarding to the size of current encoded signals. If

the bit number used to encode the signal is greater than a pre-defined threshold, the
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quantization parameter for the further blocks will increase, so that the compression

ratio will increase for the next blocks to be encoded. In this case, the size increase from

watermarking will be balanced. The drawback of the bit rate control system is that

the the size decrease is obtained by sacrificing the image quality which is introduced by

a heavier compression ratio. And this kind of quality degradation can not be restored

because it is introduced by lossy compression other than reversible watermarking.
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Figure 3.5: Watermarking using DE in quantized DCT domain.
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Figure 3.6: Huffman coding.

              

      Quantized DCT before watermarking            Quantized DCT after watermarking 

Watermark 

embedding 

Figure 3.7: The distortion of DCT distribution.

       

Figure 3.8: Coefficients distribution change after DE watermarking.
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(a) Barbara (b) Fruit

(c) Lena (d) Plane

Figure 3.9: Comparison of the distribution of the DCT coefficients.
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Figure 3.10: Watermarked images using Huffman table customization and bit-shift
in quantized DCT domian.
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Figure 3.11: Barbara: the relationship between the size increase and watermark
payload.

Figure 3.12: Fruit: the relationship between the size increase and watermark pay-
load.

Figure 3.13: Lena: the relationship between the size increase and watermark pay-
load.
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Figure 3.14: Plane: the relationship between the size increase and watermark pay-
load.

Figure 3.15: MPEG-2 encoder system.
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Figure 3.16: MPEG-2 decoder system.



Chapter 4

Experimental results

In this chapter, we illustrate the performance of the proposed scheme applied to hide

the depth map in JPEG compressed color images and hide depth video into MPEG-2

compressed color video.

4.1 JPEG compressed images

We get a series of test data from [11]. In order to test the high capacity characteristic

of our scheme, the depth map to be embedded is losslessly compressed in PNG format.

The depth map is divided equally into three parts and each part is embedded into one

channel of the stereo image corresponding to the depth map.

In Fig. 4.1, the depth map of size 73.5 KB is embedded into the cover image with

one level embedding.

In Fig. 4.2, the depth map of size 83.2 KB is embedded into the cover image with

two level embedding.

In Fig. 4.3, the depth map of size 54.8 KB is embedded into the cover image with

58
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(a) Cover image. (b) Depth map.

(c) Watermarked image.

Figure 4.1: Depth map hiding for image Aloe.

two level embedding.

In Fig. 4.4, the depth map of size 73.1 KB is embedded into the cover image with

two level embedding.

In Fig. 4.5, the depth map of size 65.9 KB is embedded into the cover image with

three level embedding.

The detailed embedding information can be found in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 shows the image size changes after watermarking. In this table, “Level”

means how many embedding levels have been used. “Capacity/Level” means the ca-

pacity of each embedding level. Note that the product of “Capacity/Level” and “Level”

which is the possible maximum load is almost the same as the size increase of the JPEG
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(a) Cover image. (b) depth map.

(c) Watermarked image.

Figure 4.2: Depth map hiding for image Art.

Table 4.1: Increase of image size after watermarking

Aloe (1280×1104) Art (1384×1104) Baby (1240×1104) Bowling (1328×1104) Midd (1392×1104)
ori wm ori wm ori wm ori wm ori wm

DC (Mbit) 0.376 0.376 0.376 0.376 0.297 0.297 0.295 0.295 0.263 0.263
AC (Mbit) 3.75 4.45 2.20 2.97 1.91 2.59 1.77 2.40 1.57 2.32

Size Increase (Mbit) 0.7 0.77 0.68 0.63 0.75
Size Increase (bpp) 0.49 0.51 0.49 0.43 0.49
Capacity/level (bpp) 0.49 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.16

Level 1 2 2 2 3
Watermark Load (bpp) 0.43 (73.5KB) 0.44 (83.2KB) 0.33 (54.8KB) 0.41 (73.1KB) 0.35 (65.9KB)

image after watermarking. However, the real load (size of depth map) can not be al-

ways the maximum load for that embedding level and this makes the size of embedding

information smaller than the capacity a little bit. In this case, the size of load is smaller

than the size increase a little bit unless the payload is very close to the capacity for

that embedding level.
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(a) Cover image. (b) Depth map.

(c) Watermarked image.

Figure 4.3: Depth map hiding for image Baby.

We also have done experiments on other test images, and the similar results have

been achieved. Test results show that the scheme can meet the requirements of both

high capacity and reversibility.

4.2 MPEG-2 compressed videos

We tested the stereo video sequence with the depth map information on [48]. After

applying the same watermarking embedding scheme to the MPEG-2 video sequence,

the compressed depth sequence was embedded into the quantized DCT coefficients.

As discussed in Section 3.5, the size of watermarked video will not increase as much
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(a) Cover image. (b) Depth map.

(c) Watermarked image.

Figure 4.4: Depth map hiding for image Bowling.

as that of the JPEG image because of the bit-rate control system in the MPEG-2.

In our experiment, the depth map is compressed firstly with MPEG-4 algorithm,

which can reach a compression ratio as high as 100 times. And meanwhile, the host

video is compressed and watermarked in MPEG-2 scheme. The compression ratio of

the MPEG-2 standards is around 20 times.

The watermarked video is shown in Fig. 4.7 to Fig. 4.9.

In Fig. 4.6 to Fig. 4.9, the compressed depth video is embedded into the host video

in MPEG-2 format. Although the visual quality of the watermarked video is very low,

the original quality can be restored after the watermark is extracted and a high quality

video still can be obtained.

The detailed embedding information is demonstrated in Table 4.2.
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(a) Cover image. (b) Depth map.

(c) Watermarked image.

Figure 4.5: Depth map hiding for image Mid.

Table 4.2: Watermarking of MEPG-2 video

Horse Hand Car Flower
Original Cover Size (KB) 590 587 587 588
Depth Video Size(KB) 73 82 90 62

Watermarked Video Size(KB) 590 589 588 588

We also have done experiments on other test videos, and the similar results have

been achieved. Test results show that the scheme can meet the requirements of both

high capacity and reversibility.
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(a) Cover Video.

 

(b) Depth information.

 

(c) Watermarked video.

 

(d) Restored video.

Figure 4.6: Watermark embedding for video hand.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we first presented the experimental results on JPEG images to show that

our proposed watermarking method can satisfy the capacity requirement to hide the

depth information. And besides, the original cover image can be retrieved completely

after the watermark is extracted, which promises a high visual quality after a large

amount of watermark is embedded into the cover image.

Then we further test our watermarking scheme to the MPEG-2 compressed videos.

The compression scheme is quite similar between JPEG compression and MPEG-2

compression, especially the procedures of DCT transformation and quantization, on

which our watermarking method relies, are used in both of these two compression

methods. In this case, a compressed depth video can be hidden into its corresponding

video and the watermarked cover video can also be restored after the depth information
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(a) Cover video.

 

(b) Depth information.

 

(c) Watermarked video.

 

(d) Restored video.

Figure 4.7: Watermark embedding for video horse.

is extracted.
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(a) Cover video.

 

(b) Depth information.

 

(c) Watermarked video.

 

(d) Restored video.

Figure 4.8: Watermark embedding for video car.

 

(a) Cover video.

 

(b) Depth information.

 

(c) Watermarked video.

 

(d) Restored video.

Figure 4.9: Watermark embedding for video flower.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and future work

High capacity and anti-compression are the two conflict characteristics for digital wa-

termarking. In order to hide a depth map into a JPEG format image, the requirement

for capacity and robustness are both very high. For conventional watermarking meth-

ods, it is very difficult to obtain both of the high watermark capacity and robustness

to JPEG and MPEG-2 compression. In our scheme, a fragile reversible watermark-

ing is applied to the quantized DCT domain and this make our watermarking scheme

compatible with the digital content with JPEG and MPEG-2 format.

Since the cover content is in a compressed format (JPEG or MPEG-2), the size of

the watermarked image in our scheme is significantly decreased compared to existing

approaches which embedded the depth map into the un-compressed spatial domain.

To further reduce the influence of the watermarking process on the size of the JPEG

compressed image, the Huffman table customization and bit-shifting are utilized. As

the result, the size of the watermarked image is almost equal to the sum of the size of

the original JPEG image plus the size of the watermark embedded (compressed depth

map). In this case, we successfully embedded the depth map into the JPEG compressed

67
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image without introducing noticeable extra size and the cover image can be completely

restored after the depth map is extracted at the receiver side. And besides, the water-

marked image can be re-compressed by the process of watermark extraction, original

image restoration, watermark embedding and re-compression. As to the watermarking

for video, the size of watermarked video even do not change significantly, the reason for

this characteristic is that the bit-rate control system in MPEG-2 system prevents the

significant size change with the sacrificing of video quality.

The test results demonstrated that the scheme has sufficient capacity to hide the

depth information into the host digital contend such as JPEG image and MPEG-2

video. And the requirement for high visual quality can also be satisfied since that

the distortion from the reversible watermarking to the cover content can be removed

completely after the detection and extraction of the watermark information.

As for our future work, we will improve our watermark embedding system for a bet-

ter visual quality and smaller size increase. For the video watermarking, it is necessary

to implement our watermarking scheme without the bit-rate-control for the reason that

the video quality will be degraded irreversibly with the watermarking embedding and

bit-rate-control. However, the bit-rate control system can be investigated carefully to

reach a balance between the visual quality and size increase.
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